
1. Run a De-Calcification when machine 2. Open the sliding door by pressing 3. Press the descale button. Display reads 4. Display reads "EMPTY TRAY"
displays "DESCALE" the push-button on the side of the machine "START YES", press descale button to confirm Slide the drip tray away from the machine

and empty the tray

5. Machine displays "EMPTY COFFEE BIN" 6. Machine displays "INSERT SOLVENT IN 7. When the machine is asking for solvent 8. Place a container underneath the coffee
Lift the panel up, slide the coffee bin out from TANK" Empty water tank, then place back dissolve 3 De-Scale Tablets into 24oz. spout, steam wand, and hot water wand
the machine, empty coffee bin then re-insert onto the machine. of water. Then place solution into watertank The descale process will take approximately
coffee bin first, then insert drip tray NOTE: IF MACHINE IS EQUIPPED WITH THE Machine will then display "PRESS KEY" 50 minutes

AUTOMATIC WATER FILL DEVICE, CLOSE Press the descale button to confirm
THE WATER VALVE FEEDING MACHINE
BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH THE
DECALCIFICATION PROCEDURE.

9. After the machine is finished with the solution, 10. Once water tank is on the machine, 11. After machine rinses, machine diplays 12. Machine will then display "EMPTY
machine displays "WATER TANK, RINSE FILL" machine displays "PRESS KEY" "EMPTY TRAY". Slide the drip tray away COFFEE BIN". Remove and empty coffee
Remove water tank and rinse it thoroughly Press DESCALE key, to rinse machine from the machine and empty the tray bin, then re-insert the COFFEE BIN first,
Fill watertank and place it back on the machine then re-insert DRIP TRAY back to the 
NOTE: IF THE MACHINE IS EQUIPPED WITH machine. Machine is now ready to use.
A WATERLINE KIT, TURN ON THE VALVE
AFTER THE SOLUTION HAS FINISHED.

DECALCIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS
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